Introduction

During the manufacturing and processing of dyes, color and chemical discharge from the dyeing industry is a major threat to the environment [1-2]. These discharged colored effluents contaminate natural water bodies due to their toxic effects. Although they bring color to our lives, dyes are responsible for environmental pollution [3-4]. Dyes that originate from textile industries are carcinogenic and toxic in nature and pose a major threat to the surrounding ecosystem [5]. Dye effluent contains numerous organic pollutants that are poisonous and harmful to human beings. Recent research has shown that approximately 12% of dyes are wasted per year during the manufacturing process.

But dyes are far and wide in our lives and make the world beautiful. They have been used in the textile industry to change the functionality and appearance of materials.
since their inception. Particularly, specific functional, visual, and mechanical properties of the textiles have been achieved by using dyes. Reactive dyes are the most popular for dyeing cellulosic fibers because of their outstanding characteristics, e.g., excellent wet fastness properties, a wide variety of shades, and simplicity in their application methods [6].

Dyeing is a practice of imparting colors to a textile matrix. It involves dye application in a homogeneous manner to the substrate to attain level dye shade and desirable fastness properties. At different stages of dyeing alkali and inorganic electrolytes are added to the dyebath. Depending on the method of dyeing, intensity of color, and composition of the used dyes, the amount of added electrolytes vary between 50 and 100 g [7]. Any deviation in these variables can directly affect the color fastness of the dyed fabric, and dyeing processes constantly produce a huge amount of wastewater of diverse composition, frequently containing salt, urea, metal ions, and dye, which is uneconomical and harmful to plant and animal life [8-9]. Additionally, removal of salts by water treatment requires a significant amount of energy, time, and cost [10-11].

A classical method of process optimization by varying one factor at a time (OFAT) while keeping all other factors constant at a specified level cannot investigate the interactive effect of all the involved factors. It also requires a large number of time-consuming experiments for determining optimum conditions [12]. These drawbacks of a classical study can be eradicated by using response surface methodology (RSM), which is a statistical experimental design. RSM is a compilation of statistical and mathematical procedures useful for developing, optimizing, and improving the processes and even in the presence of multifarious interactions, relative significance of various affecting variables can be calculated [13-14]. Moreover the optimization process increased the exhaustion of the dye on the substrate, which decreases environmental pollution by reducing the amount of dye and chemicals in the wastewater [15-18].

The current study focused on optimizing the dyeing variables for novel reactive dye. The objective was to achieve better exhaustion and fixation, which in turn reduced dye wastage and environmental pollution.

Material and Methods

The present research work was carried out in the Processing Department of National Textile University, Faisalabad. A pre-treated cotton fabric was used throughout the research work. The UV visible absorption spectra were measured using a Perkin-Elmer (CE-7200) spectrophotometer. An HT dyeing machine (model HD-12E) was used for dyeing the cotton fabric.

Dye Synthesis

New azo reactive dye with heterofunctional reactive groups in the structure was synthesized at the Department of Chemistry, University of Agriculture, Faisalabad. The dye was synthesized following a general scheme of synthetic steps comprised of condensation, diazotization, and coupling reactions [19]. Fig. 1 showed the scheme for dye synthesis having reaction conditions.

Dyeing Procedure

All dyeing with the novel heterobifunctional (MCT/SES) reactive dye was carried out in stainless steel dye pots housed in a lab-scale exhaust dyeing machine, using 2% dye shade and a dye liquor-to-fabric ratio of 25:1. Dye solutions were made in distilled water. Na₂SO₄ was used as an electrolyte and Na₂CO₃ was used as alkali in the exhaust dyeing [20]. After dyeing, the unfixed dye was removed from the cotton fabric by soaping with 2 g/L Perlavin PAM (non-ionic) detergent at the boil for 15 min., followed by rinsing with hot water, cold water, and drying. After dyeing, the color strength (percentage) of the dyed cotton samples was evaluated for dyed samples using a spectraflash spectrophotometer.

Optimizing Dyeing Parameters Using Central Composite Design

In the present work optimization of different dyeing parameters for the new reactive dyes was carried out through response surface methodology. Central composite design (CCD) was used for the experimental work and three independent influencing variables were selected as dyeing temperature (A), salt (g/L) (B), and alkali (g/L) (C). The ranges selected for three independent variables were 45-75°C for temperature, 20-60 g/L for salt, and 15-45 g/L for alkali. A total of 20 runs of experiments by Design Expert software (version 7.0.0) were generated (Table 2). A three-factor central composite design used in this study consisted of six axial points, six central points, and eight factorial points. Experimental error and reproducibility of the data obtained are checked with the help of central points of central composite design.

Color Fastness Testing

Fastness testing of the dyed samples was carried out according to ISO standard methods [21]:

- Color fastness to rubbing was determined according to ISO 105-X12 (1987).
- Color fastness to light (xenon arc) was determined according to ISO 105-B02 (1988).
- Color fastness to washing was determined according to ISO 105-C02 (1989).
- Color fastness to chlorinated water was determined according to ISO 105-E03.
- Color fastness to perspiration was determined according to ISO 105-E04 (1989).
Results and Discussion

Characterization of the Synthesized Dye

UV/visible absorption spectra of synthesized dye was recorded in the wavelength range of 200-800 nm using distilled water. The absorption maxima wavelength ($\lambda_{max}$) appeared in the visible region of spectrum. Synthesized dye had maximum absorption ($\lambda_{max}$) at 475 nm.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopic (FT-IR) analysis was carried out using a Perkin Elmer spectrophotometer in the mid-infrared region of 400-4,000 cm$^{-1}$. Characteristic peaks appearing in a particular region of the spectrum of the dye (Fig. 2a)
were due to the presence of the different functional groups. FT-IR spectroscopic analysis for dye demonstrated that a characteristic peak at stretching frequency of 3,432.44 cm\(^{-1}\) was due to the NH functional group. Another band that appeared at 1,573.80 cm\(^{-1}\) was due to the azo (\(N = N\)) functional group stretching vibration. Strong and intense bands appearing in the 1,201-1,134 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1,050.21 cm\(^{-1}\) region were due to the stretching vibrations of the SO\(_3\) and S = O groups, respectively. Characteristic peaks in the 737.50 and 995.58 cm\(^{-1}\) regions were because of the substituted benzene rings present in the structure of synthesized dye.

The structures of the synthesized novel reactive azo dyes were ultimately confirmed and authenticated by determining their molecular weights through mass spectrometry. The electrospray ionization method was used for the analysis of polar high molecular weight compounds synthesized in this study. The background noise in the ESI-MS spectra (Fig. 2b) can be explained by the presence of impurities and high level of salts in the synthesized dyes. The molecular weight of the synthesized dye was 1,090.86 with molecular formula \(C_{29}H_{22}N_7O_{19}S_6ClNa_4\). The signal corresponding to \(m/z = 249.83\) was observed in the spectrum for novel reactive dye.

**Dyeing Properties of the Synthesized Dye**

The effect of temperature (A), salt (B), and alkali (C) and their interactions each at five levels on the exhaustion and fixation of the novel reactive dye was investigated. The results were evaluated by analysis of variance (ANOVA). For evaluating the fitted model quality ANOVA application was found to be the most reliable method [22]. Variation due to treatment (variable levels combination change) was compared with variation due to random error of the generated responses by using ANOVA. Linear, interaction effects, coefficient of quadratic, and p-values for the exhaustion and fixation of both novel reactive dyes were obtained through ANOVA. Prob>F value less than 0.05 for the models indicates statistically significant model terms. All interactions were found to be almost significant. For the validity of the developed model the lack of fit values should be non-significant [23].

**Fitness of the Quadratic Model**

Close agreement between actual and predicted exhaustion and fixation values was observed for the azo reactive dye by applying the pretreated cotton fabric. Fig. 3 represented the actual and predicted exhaustion (A) and fixation (B) (%) values for the synthesized azo reactive dye. These results indicate good fitness of the model to the response data.

**The Individual Effect of Dyeing Parameters**

The individual effect of qualitative variables such as temperature (A), salt (B), and alkali (C) was found by perturbation plots. Fig. 3 showed the perturbation plots for exhaustion and fixation. A perturbation plot does not depict the interaction effect and represents the one factor experimentation at a time. The effect of all the variables in the design space at a particular point can be compared with the help of a perturbation plot. The response is plotted by keeping all the variables constant while changing only one variable over its range. A steep slope or twist in a variable shows sensitivity of the response to that factor while a relatively straight line presents insensitivity to change in that particular variable [24]. Fig. 3c) shows that it is clear that salt has a marked effect on the exhaustion of the dye, while alkali has a pronounced effect on the fixation of the dye as compared to other factors (Fig. 3d).

**Effect of Dyeing Variables on Dye Exhaustion and Fixation**

The three-dimensional surface graphs between the factors for interaction study are presented in Fig. 4. These graphs are plotted as a function of two variables at a time by maintaining the third factor constant at its central point. Graphs indicated that a significant interaction existed between every two variables, and surface restricted between the smallest ellipses in the contour diagrams specifies the maximum yield.

The interaction between temperature and salt concentration was studied by varying the temperature from 30-90°C and salt concentration varied from 0-80 g/L. Results were obtained in the form of 3-D surfaces in Fig. 4a). Graphs illustrated that the increase
in temperature and salt concentration increased the exhaustion and fixation percentage of the dye, which showed the positive interaction and synergistic effect of both factors on the exhaustion and fixation responses. It was clear from graphs that increases in the amount of salt up to optimum concentration increased the exhaustion and fixation percentages of novel dye because salt reduces the electrostatic anion-anion repulsion between cellulose and dye molecules, which increases the exhaustion and fixation of the dye on substrate. However, at an optimum level of salt, an increase in temperature resulted in an increase in exhaustion and fixation percentage up to 61.5°C due to the increased transfer of dye on the fabric and thereafter a decrease in exhaustion and fixation was observed down to 75°C due to dye hydrolysis at high temperature. Dyeing using salt lower or higher than these values both responses decreased because at a higher level dye hydrolysis increased while at a lower level of alkali, fabric pores are not in exact orientation into the interior for covalent fixation of the dye molecules [26].

The interaction of salt and alkali on the exhaustion and fixation of the newly synthesized reactive dye was investigated and presented in Fig. 4c). The graphical data showed that at a maximum amount of salt (30.01 g/L) and minimum amount of alkali the exhaustion and fixation was not maximally obtained and both responses increased when alkali concentration was increased up to optimum
concentration. This indicated a positive interaction and significant effect of both factors on the exhaustion and fixation of the novel dyes. At the minimum concentrations of both parameters the responses were minimum. Singla et al. [27] reported the use of sodium sulphate as an electrolyte to suppress the negative charge build-up at the fiber surface for dye uptake. The results obtained for 1.0 and 3.0% dye concentrations with 30-90% sodium chloride and 5-30% sodium carbonate. Based on these results, 43-44 g/L of sodium sulphate and 29-33 g/L of sodium carbonate were optimized for 2% shade of dyes 1 and 2, respectively.

Various optimized dyeing factors were determined by selecting numerical optimization. Values selected for
or dye were temperature = 61.5°C, salt = 30.01 g/L, and alkali = 22.32 g/L, which experimentally resulted in 84.98 (±3)% of exhaustion and 79 fixation percentage. The predicted values from the model were 89.6% and 84.98 (±3)% of exhaustion and 79 fixation percentage. Small errors between the experimental and predicted values indicated that values obtained through experimental studies are in good agreement with the predicted values from the model.

Colorimetric Data

The colorimetric data of the synthesized dye, i.e., L*, a*, b*, C*, and H* were calculated for synthesized dye and compared with Reactive Red 195 commercial dye. The synthesized dye shade was comparable with Reactive Red 195 with K/S values of 22.40 and 17.40 for synthesized dye and Reactive Red 195, respectively. The L*, a*, b*, C*, and H* colorimetric data values were 32.74, 51.19, 2.80, 53.27, and 7.85 for synthesized dye, whereas these values were 41.28, 53.57, 1.19, 53.79, and 351.7 for Reactive Red 195. Data revealed that synthesized dye has a brighter shade (higher C* value) and gave redder (higher a* values) tone on cotton fabric than the standard dye (Reactive Red 195), making exhaust dyeing suitable for the reactive dye. Exhaustion of the dyes from the dye bath to fabric samples was good, and large amounts of dye were fixed to the fabric.

Fastness Properties of the Synthesized Dye

The results for color fastness of the synthesized dye and standard dye at 2% shade were recorded. Washing, rubbing, light, perspiration, and chlorinated fastness values for synthesized dye were 4, 4, 4, 4-5, and 3-4, whereas these values were 4, 4, 4, 4-5, and 4 for Reactive Red 195. Results indicate that washing, rubbing, light, perspiration, and chlorinated fastness properties of synthesized dye were comparable with Reactive Red 195. It was clear from the data that dye showed good-to-excellent fastness properties and comparable results with the standard commercial dye (Reactive Red 195), which may be attributed to the good penetration of the dye into the cotton fabric. Reactive dyes give good fastness properties on account of stable electron arrangement and covalent bond formation between the dye and fiber, which provide good resistance to washing and sunlight [27]. Therefore, in view of enhanced dye fixation and dyeing properties, the synthesized dye could possibly be used for dyeing of cotton fiber, which will be helpful in reducing dye wastage during the dyeing process to avoid contamination of the environment, since dye are toxic to living organisms [28-47].

Conclusions

Dyeing with reactive dyes on cotton fabric using the exhaust method requires high levels of control over a range of dyeing variables. The current study comprised the optimization of critical parameters like salt concentration, dyeing temperature, and concentration of alkali for dyeing cotton with novel reactive dye. The outcome of this study showed that maximum exhaustion (84%) and fixation (79%) take place for the newly synthesized bifunctional reactive dye with low salt and alkali concentration than the commercial reactive dye having 79% exhaustion and 72% fixation at optimized conditions. A comparison of the results with the commercially available Reactive Red 195 illustrated that the dye is commercially viable.
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